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1. In your vision, which are the main topics/questions that should be addressed in the AR6?(clear and

specific topics/questions, maximum 600 characters)

2. The AR6 will be communicated to non-specialists. In your view, how could this be best served by 
the report structure, presentation and supporting materials? (maximum 600 characters)

3. Please highlight emerging knowledge (including scientific, technological, policy) that you consider 
highly relevant for AR6. Are there any potential overlaps with assessment reports from other 

bodies?  (maximum 600 characters, also list a maximum of 3 examples, include references if appropriate)

4. In your view, which sectors would you deem relevant to be addressed in AR6? Please prioritize your 

choices.(maximum 300 characters)

Pre-Scoping Questionnaire
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5. Which stakeholder challenges or decision contexts are AR6 relevant for?

Please rate (low, lower, medium, high priority) each of the following key words:

Disaster risk management   Economic and sustainable 

development policies
Adaptation planning   

Mitigation policies   
Impact of response measures 

Increasing resilience 
Other (please specify, 300 characters maximum)

6. How o you expect AR6 be used and what is its expected impact for your institution and/or field of expertise?

(maximum 600 characters)

9. Which type of institution do you represent?Please select:

Academia Research institution

 International institution 

NGO Industry

Other (please specify, maximum 60 characters)

7. Any other suggestions? (50 words maximum)

8.  The responses to the questions will be treated as anonymous. To help evaluate the coverage of the results, 

please indicate:

Your name: Your email: 

The country in which you work: 

Your Nationality:

Please fill out the questionnare and send to ipcc-ar6topics@wmo.int

National government
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